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PREFACE
This paper is divided into three main chapters.
The first chapter is a partial review of the vast amount

of data that has been accumulated in the field of tumor
immunology.

To intelligibly interpret the results of my

own experimental findings, a basic understanding of the
principles involved in tumor immunology is of primary ne

cessity.

Those principles most related to my own assays

and those, which I feel, present an adequate understanding

for problems dealt with in this paper are presented.

The

genetic aspect of immunology is dealt with at length, but

without a basic understanding of the genetics of immunology,
an in depth comprehension of the immune response is impossible.
The homograft and isograft reactions are presented in two

separate sections to eliminate the confusion that the neophyte
often encounters.

As for myself, it took a good while to

discern what concepts applied to each.

Also, a section

dealing primarily with methyleholanthrene-induced tumors
is incorporated into the thesis to substantiate the conclusions

drawn from my own empirical data.

The experiments enumerated

within are but a small reflection in quantity and sophis

tication of the work being carried out to explore the mechanics
of immunity and enhancement.

The second chapter is a presentation of the data
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drawn from my experiments.

To set up an experiment with a

high degree of validity and reliability requires experienced
insight into the variables that must be accounted for in

order to produce any conclusive evidence.

This is certainly

not accomplished in a few months or even a few years,

The results of my assays have some value, but to over extend
their significance would be a senseless blunder.

The final chapter is a discussion of the results of

my own experiments in respect, to the work of others in
similar Helds.

The discussion section of a scientific

publication is reserved for the author of the respective
article to draw any possible conclusions that he can from
bis work.

It is best to discuss those things which are

supported by factual evidence; nevertheless, some room is

left in the discussion for a bit of speculation.

Speculating

about and pondering upon nature's mechanisms is a part of

the excitement, that scientific research generates.
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CHAPTER I
I. DEVELOPING INBRED AND COISOGENIC STRAINS OF MICEj
RULES OF TRANSPLANTATION

Through many generations of strict brother to sister

matings, mice strains with a homqsp'Bous
can be developed.

genetic background

Theory and experiment shows that the indi

viduals of any such inbred strain are, except for an occasional

mutation, identical.

Figuratively speaking, they are like

twins derived from a single egg (l). If the given frequency

of a gene in a population that undergoes panmictic, sexual
matings is .01, then the probability that one individual will
be homozygous for the gene will be .0001 or one per 10,000
individuals.

Inbreeding produces homozygosity.

If one

't

parent is heterozygous at a particular locus, then the
probability that any one of the offspring inheriting either

of the recessive alleles is £.

The probability that both

siblings who mate will carry the same recessive allele is
i’l or i, and the probability of the same recessive gene
being found in the homozygous state in one of their offspring

is

Thus one-sixteenth of the progeny of a brother - sister

mating will be homozygous for any one gene inherited from the

grandparents (2).

Compared to panmictic, sexual matings,

inbreeding produces homozygosity at a much increased rate.

"Foreign" genes can be introduced into the genetic
background of an highly inbred strain of mice.

1

Coisogenic
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strains are inbred strains of mice genetically identical
except at a single locus.

Coisogenic strains differ from

each other by a single gene.

The gene may visibly differ

entiate the strain, as in the case of genes affecting coat

color in mice, or it may produce a difference detectable

only by experimental procedures.

The technique for the pro

duction of coisogenic (congenic) lines of mice was developed

by Dr. Snell (3).

The gene introduced must have a visible

or experimentaly distinguishable characteristic by which it

can be selected out after each repeated backcross to the
F| hybrids.

Strain DBA/2(BB)

Fj

X

Strain O57Bl/lO(AA)

Hybrid(AB)

1: AA

F2

A=antigen"A"

2:AB

liBB

B=antigen"B*

3/4 of the F2 generation will support the growth of C57BL/10

leukemias.

(The reason for this will be explained later).

Only those animals with genotype

(BB) will not facilitate

the growth of the C57BL/1O leukemia.

Those mice with the

genotypee (BB) can easily be selected out.

sequently backcrossed to a C57BL/1O.
Pj

(EB)

X

Strain C5?BL/lO(AA)

Hybrid(AB)

F^
1:AA

2 t AB

1:BB

They are sub

The F‘2 generation in then inoculated with the C57BL/1O

leukemia, and those animals with the genotype (BBO can be

selected out.

This technique, developed by Snell, reduces

at each backcross by 1 the genetic material from DBA/2.
However, because the F? generation mice with genotype

(BB) are being selected out, the strain will become congenic
with C57EI./IO except for those loci carrying the (BB1) genes.

After relatively few backcrosses, the congenic strain obtains
a high degree of homozygosity with C57BL/1O, excepting for
the single locus.

First generation
50% C57BL/1O
First backcross
75/ C57BL/1O

Second backcross
87.5a C57BL/10

Third backcross
93-75% C57BL/1O
Fourth Backcross
96.88% C57BL/1O (’!•).
Fifth backcross
98.45% C57B1/1O

?-n
1— X

-n
~*-a
-x-n
^-«-a

m—□

Picking a leukemia to introduce a "new" gene into a

inbred line,was, in fact, introducing an histocompatibility
gene, i.e., a gene causing one line to resist the transplants
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from another.

These histocompatibility genes are thought

to be responsible for the rejection of organ, skin, tumor,
etc. grafts in incompatible hosts.

Isogenic resistant lines

or IR lines must always be highly inbred so that within each
mouse, genetic variability is virtually eliminated and

intrastrain grafts can be expected to be genetically success
ful.

The development of "pure" isogenic - resistant lines

is important for the studying of transplantation phenomena.

Once IR lines have clearly been established, the role of

histocompatibility loci

in transplantation phenomena can be

clearly separated from the role of the genetic background

or of the tumor.

The development of such IR lines has

proven to be a very complex process, and has led to the
mapping of antigenic sites

on the histocompatibility locus.

IR strains may be produced by an appropriate series of crosses

(those previously illustrated techniques developed by Snell),
or may arise through mutation of the inbred line at the

appropriate locus.

The former has given to research in

immunology a great variety of congenic lines of mice - mice

with identical genetic background except for different

histocompatibility loci.

(The genetic background is not

the same for all coisogenic lines).

"The development of

coisogenic-resistant (IR) strains of mice represents a major

advancement in the field of transplantation genetics.

They have been established with the aim of fixing different
alleles of a given histocompatibility gene on a common
genetic background.

They are utilized extensively in the

fields of transplantation immUnogenetics and cancer research
(5-P.717).
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The symbol of each IR line consists of, first, the

symbol of the inbred strain with which it is coisogenic, and
second, the symbol of the strain from which, through the

initial outcross, the gene for graft resistance was derived.
For example, strain A.SW is coisogenic with strain A, the

difference being that it carries the histocompatibility - 2
allele S (H-2S) introduced from strain SW, whereas strain A

is H-2a.

Skin and tumor grafting have revealed a number of

histocompatibility loci of which the H-2 locus is thought
to be the "strong” locus responsible for the rejection of

tissue grafts.
detail later.

This problem will be dealt with in more
The following are a few examples of coisogenic

lines of mice with different histocompatibility loci.

inbred 1j ne
A
C57B1/1O

Genotype
H-2*H-2jJ
H-2bH-2 ,H-3 H-3a

IR 1ine

Genotype

C572L/10.LP
C57BL/10.DBA/2

H-2aH-2?
.
,
H-2°H-2' ,H-3DH-3D
!r-2aH-2d, H-3aII-3a

IR strains artificially synthesized by repeated back-

crosses can never be made completely coisogenic; a small
fraction of residual genes remain from the strain used in
the initial outcross, in addition a principle gene for

graft resistance, must always be present,

A good test for

the homozygosity of the IR line is possible once a tumor

native to the line is available, since the heterozygosity
of the line should be revealed by occasional failure of

transplants of the tumor to grow.

This test has been applied
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to line A.SW with satisfactory results? a tumor induced in
this line with methylcholanthrene gave 100% progressive
growth from the start (3).

Later, other assays will be dis

cussed which have shown that tumor transplants occasionally

override histocompatibility barriers in IR lines.

To clarify the preceding discussions on transplantation
and those to follow, a brief resume of the rules of trans
plantation will be introduced at this time.

There are five

general rules into which most transplantation phenomena fall
(1):

1)

All animals of an inbred line accept graft trans

Tumor isotransplants, i.e, tumors transplanted

plantations.

within the strain of origin, grow progressively and kill
all hosts, except where sex-linkage is involved.
2)

Grafts between unrelated individuals are rejected.

Tumor homotransplants, i.e, tumors transplanted within the

strain but outside the strain of origin, fail to grow, or
grow temporarily and then regress.

3)

Ft hybrids produced by crossing two inbred strains

will grow tumor indigenous to either parent strain.

But

grafts from F^ are accepted by neither of the parental
strains.

Ft
F1

AA

X

BB

AB

A and B are antigens produced by the histocompatibility-2
locus.

An immunological competent mouse cannot initiate the

production of an antibody against its own antigen, but can
A
against those antigens foreign to its own. (The phenomenon of
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co-dominance is thought to be applicable to the histocom
patibility genes: that is, in the F1 hybrid the genes in

herited .from each P«[ parent are fully expressed.

Generally

this is true in the majority of cases, but Snell (6) has

shown that the F1 hybrids are not necessarily as susceptible
to progressive tumor growth as the parental strain indigenous

An Sal-A ascites tumor showed that

for the same tumor.

hybrids are not quite as susceptible as the homozygous,
Heterosis or hybrid vigor may be a factor

native strain.

in the behavior of hybrid hosts.)
As a general rule, tumors of heterozygotes can only
be transplanted successfully to other F| hybrids of the

same constitution but not to any of the parental strains.

Occasionally, variant lines can be selected from such neo
plasms, selectively compatible with one or the other of the

parental strains.

It has been shown that such variants no

longer contain detectable amounts of the H-2 determined anti
gens

derived from the parental strains from which the hybrid

was formed (7).

4)

A Mendelian ratio of mice of an F2 generation,

or a backcross produced by mating F^ to the resistant parent,
will grow tumors indigenous to the non-resistant parent.

Pj

AA

X

BB

A3

11
F~

1 :AA

P1

AB

F1

2: AB

2 s AB

X

3:BB

75% of the I?2 generation will
grow tumors native to strain
with genotype(AA)

3B
2:BB

50% of the backcross generation will
grow tumors native to strain with
the genotype(AAO
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The portion of susceptible mice may be large or small,
depending on the tumor and the cross, but rarely exceeds

75% for the F2 or 50% for the backcross,

But as the number

of histocompatibility genes increase, the number of susceptible
animals decrease.

1 Fair - 3/^» 2 pairs - 9/16, and 3 pairs -

27/6^ of the F2 mice succumb to progressive tumor growth.
5)

F^ parents will accept organ grafts from off

spring of all subsequent filial generations.
An interesting feature of the histocompatibility
alleles is that not one of those so far found is recessivej
all express themselves in the heterozygote.

This is a par

allel to the situation found in Rh genes and most of the

other blood groups in man.

The histocompatibility (H) alleles are classified
either as "weak" or "strong" relative to the strength of the
immunological response they elicit in the host.

system is a "strong" locus.

The H-2

Differences between the tumor

and host at this locus will stop the growth of all but the
most virulent tumors.

Cross-takes between lines with differ

ent H-2 alleles are rare; whereas cross-takes between lines
with the same H-2 alleles are somewhat more common.

How

ever, C57BL/6 tumor C1^98 tested in 1^ LP mice failed to

grow progressively in any one of the animals.
are H-2 ,

Both strains

This in itself is evidence for additional histo

compatibility loci (1).

Subliminal differences are often

overridden by progressive tumor growth.

Many of the H

loci, excepting the H-2 locus, are so "weak" that many trans
plantable neoplasms easily overcome the barrier which they
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impose.

Immunization of mice against isografts of tumors

may in effect be revealing "weak" loci.

Using tumors as the criteria for the formation of

coisogenic lines may have failed to introduce "pure" histo

compatibility segments into a given genetic background.
Other residual H loci may have continued to segregate at
random during each successive generation because of the

tumor overriding their response.

Consequently, congenic

lines formed in this manner would possess "impurities" in the

genes introduced into a common genetic background.

Occasion

ally these incompatibilities have shown up when isografts

have failed to grow progressively.
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CHAPTER I
II. HISTOCOMPATIBILITY GENES
AND
ISOGENIC-RESISTANT STRAINS OF MICE
The work of Dr. George Snell has been of tremendous

importance in the understanding of the histocompatibility

loci.

The development of coisogenic lines of mice has played

a role of unequaled importance in the field of immunogenetics,

The following excerpt is from the first in a series of his

publications that have been landmarks in immunology.
"Histocompatibility genes (of histocompatibility

loci) are defined as the genes (or loci) which determine

susceptibility and resistance to transplants of normal or
tumor tissue.

In these mice, these loci have been assigned

symbols H-l, H-2, etc., with the appropriate superscripts
(H-la, H-lb, etc.) to differentiate the different alleles.
At least one histocompatibility locus in the mouse, H-2,

is known to determine certain antigens on the erythrocyte

and hence to be also a blood-group locus.

Specific infor

mation as to whether or not other histocompatibility genes

are also blood-group genes is lacking, but in general the
parallel between histocompatibility genes, insofar as they

have been analyzed to date (1958), and blood-group genes
is close, and it may well eventuate that most genes which
function in one capacity function in the other also.

-10-
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Nevertheless, the specific identification of genes as playing
a significant role in the acceptance or rejection of trans

plants of various tissues can be accomplished, at present

at least, only by experiments with the tissues concerned.
The analysis of histocompatibility genes requires

specialized methods in the application of which the mouse
.is beyond question the species of choice.

Of the various

methods available, those most generally applicable depend
on the use of coisogenic lines, that is to say, homozygous

lines genetically identical or isogenic except for one

histocompatibility locus, at which locus the allele present

is different in the true lines.

Either line of a coisogenic

pair with such a single histocompatibility difference may
be referred to as an isogenic-resistant or IR line, since

it will reject, or tend to reject, grafts of tissue as tumor
derived from its coisogenic mate.

Isogenic-resistant lines

may arise in rare instances by mutation within an inbred

strain, or may be produced by a series of crosses appropri
ately designed to introduce a foreign histocompatibility

gene into an inbred background" (p.787-788).
There is a problem of how tumor transplants can be

used most effectively to discriminate between different

histocompatibility

genotypes.

The problem arises from the

fact that most histocompatibility loci, in fact all H loci
except H-2, are co "weak" that many transplantable-tumors

will grow progressively in a host that is of a different
coisogenic line.

This problem of overcoming histocompatibility differences
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was demonstrated by Amos,Gorer, and Mikulska utilizing the
leukemia ElA native to strain C57BL(8).

The leukemia was

tested in F2 and backcross generations derived from a cross

of strain B57BL by strain BALB/C, both strains differing in
the H-2 alleles.

According to the 3rd law of transplantation,

the EL4 leukemia should grow progressively only in those

mice that are at least heterozygous for H-2 gene derived

The F2 and backcross generations were divided

from C57BL.

into two groups, and one group was immunized by an intra-

peritoneal injection of C57BL blood, the other group left

unimmunized.

After an appropriate interval of time elapsed,

all mice were injected with EL4 tumor, and a striking difference

in the results in the immunized and unimmunized groups
occurred.

In the unimmunized group, susceptibility and

resistance appeared to be determined by the H-2 locus alone,

all mice with the C57BL allele succumbing and some of the

mice with the EALF/C allele surviving.

The ability of a

tumor to grow progressively despite coisogenic differences

is demonstrated by the fact that a few animals with only

the EALB/C allele succumbed.

In the immunized group (It

is important to recognize that Amos, Gorer, and Mikulska

are using tissues other than tumor tissue itself for im
munizing purposes.

Immunizing with tumor tissue requires

pretreating the tumor to inhibit its growth in the host.
Rapidly growing tumor tissue does not allow enough time for

the production of a significant antibody titer.) all backcross
animals survived, regardless of the H-2 allele present, and

in the F2 group 27 out of 29 survived.

The two animals
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that died have the H-2 allele derived from C57B1, and hence
the allele present in the tumor.

The ratio of susceptible-

to-resistant animals In the F2 generation is the ratio expected

if compatibility and incompatibility of the graft were
determined by eight genes.

Similar results were obtained

in crosses between strains C57BL and A.
Three conclusions can be drawn from the studies of

Amos, Corer, and Mikulska.

First, the H-2 locus plays an

extremely important role in histocompatibility phenomena in
the mouse; this is shown when resistance and susceptibility

was determined solely by H-2.

Second, immunization against

a particular tumor reveals histocompatibility genes whose

presence would be entirely unsuspected in unimmunized mice,
especially when the transplanted tumor is an old and virulent
one.

Third, the number of histocompatibility loci determined

by this test may be about eight.

This fiqure might be mis

leading or low because some of the histocompatibility genes
wil] probably show incomplete penetrance.

The work of Snell was instrumental in determining

the procedures which overcome the difficulties of tumor
growth against the barriers imposed.

There were two altern

atives which he could employ to properly differentiate
against coisogenic lines.

The first was to use only recently

induced tumors since older tumors become virulent only
revealing allelic differences in the stronger H-2 locus.

The second would be to preimmunize the hosts before implan
tation of the tumor into them.

The latter route was chosen.

The question needing to be answered is this:

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY
HELENA, MONTANA 59601

How can tumor
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transplants be given, using relatively simple methods of
immunization and tumor inoculation, so that all mice of the

susceptible strain will die, while all or nearly all the
mice of any resistant genotype will survive?

The first problem to be solved is what minimum tumor

dose is necessary to kill all of the mice of the susceptible
Small inoculations of tumor could easily fail to

strains.

grow progressively in a resistant strain.

When the minimum

dosage was known for susceptible animals, the unsusceptible
animals could be protected against larger doses of tumor

tissue.

The reason is that if small inoculations fail to

grow in the susceptible mice, it surely won't grow in mice

of different coisogenic line other than that in which the
tumor was induced.

Protecting resistant strains against

minimal or larger dosages will enable "weaker" histocompati

bility differences in the resistant coisogenic line to be

expressed.

In this manner, coisogenic lines can be further

separated as their histocompatibility differences become
more accurately known.

Snell and his associates (6) found

it necessary to distinguish between 16 variables.

Each

variable was thoroughly tested to determine which would

affect most the determination of the tumor inocula that would
kill all mice of the native strain.

The following variables

were listed:

1. )

Age of host
Sex of host

Genetic background of host

Histocompatibility locus
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5. )

Tumor

6. )

Route of tumor inoculation

7. )

Number of tumor cells implanted

8. )

Volume of suspending medium

9. )

Use of heparin

10. )

Storage of cell suspensions and nature of suspend

ing medium

11. )

Number of cells used for immunization

12. )

Route of immunization

13. )

Tissue used for immunization

14. )

Number of immunizing injections

15. )

Interval from immunization to tumor implantation

16. )

Age of donor providing immunizing tissue (p.79O)

The number of tumor cells implanted, the number of
cells used for immunization, the route used for immunization,

and the tissue used for immunization will be discussed in
reference to the determination of weak histocompatibility

differences.
1.)

Number of tumor cells implanted. — When tumors

are transplanted to isogenic hosts, the percentage of deaths
in the hosts rises with the number of cells inoculated sub

cutaneously.

The dose level to which 100% of the isogenic

hosts succumb differs with each tumor, but generally does

not exceed 25,000 cells.

Tumor homografts (transplants between mice with
different R loci) fail to grow except for the case of non

specific tumors which grow in an high percentage of mice of
any strain, and tumors grafted between coisogenic strains
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and weak histocompatibility differences, in which situation
most tumors will grow in at least some of the hosts.

"The

coisogenic strain pairs AKR and AKR.ALE, C3H and C3H.K, and

C57BL/1O and B10.LP provide an unique material for studying

the growth of tumor homografts in hosts with only a weak
potential for resistance to tissue from coisogenic donor" (6p.806).

Homografts of tumor cell populations often fail to
reveal "weak" histocompatibility differences.

Preimmuniza

tion of the host mouse against the tumor grafts reveals

histocompatibility difference between host and donor.

The

following-is a summary of experiments done by Snell to un
cover these "weak" H factors.

CH3 tumor E9512* tested in immunized C3H.K gave essen
tially a level distribution of deaths over the whole dose
range.

The immunized mice also failed to show a percent of

deaths based upon dose, but because of the protection provided

by the immunization the percent of deaths was lower.
Tumor C1498, native to strain C57BL/6, was lethal to
all unimmunized mice of strain B10.LP in doses higher than

25,000 cells.

In immunized mice the percent of deaths did

not depend upon the tumor dosej the lower percentage of deaths
in this group varied only with the route of immunization.

Tumor 3838, also native to strain C57BL/6 was lethal
in the coisogenic strain of mice, and no difference was found

between the rate of growth in either the C57BL/6 or B10.LP
lines.

Immunization of the hosts offered almost complete

protection against the tumor at doses of 1,000 and ^,000
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cell s.

Prior immunization failed to show protection at

increasing doses.

In all three examples the presence of "weak" histo
compatibility differences are discernible when immunization
against the subsequent tumor graft is performed.

2. )

Number of cells used for immunization. — Dosages

of cells lower than 625,000 failed to give any evidence of
immunization with cell dosages of 625.000 providing three

deaths in twenty mice.

The minimum cell dose that would

produce immunization against a "weak" histocompatibility
antigen is about one million cells.
3. )

Route of Immunization. — Subcutaneous immuni

zation with thymus cells 5 to 7 days prior to the inoculation

with tumor cells induced a better state of immunity than did
inoculating the thymus cells on the opposite side of the

tumor' injection or intraperitoneally.

At the 1^ to 18

day interval, the intraperitoneal route was the most advan
tageous with the difference between the two sides for sub
cutaneous immunization virtually disappearing.

The immune

state in a host which has received an injection of foreign

tissue is in a continual flux between cellular and humoral
This, together with the degree to which a particular

response.

tumor responds to the humoral and cellular mechanisms, may

account for the observed fluctuation.

)

Tissue used for immunization. — Five tissues

with good immunizing capacities are thymus, embryonic (near

term), spleen, blood, and lymph.

Spleen has good immunizing

capacities, but may be infected.

The last tissue has good
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immunizing capacities, but is difficult to obtain in suffi

cient quantities.

Snell reports that embryonic and thymus

have proven satisfactory.
The elimination of variables is important if tumor
transplants to isogenic lines are to be 100$ fatal, and

0$ fatal in isogenic resistant strains.

These tests are of

primary importance in developing mice strains that have onehistocompatibility-gene difference or a common coisogenic
background.
"The design of crosses employed by Snell for the

production of a series of IR lines involved the use of tumor

transplantation as a method of selection....

It has been

realized by Snell, however, that tumors, as contrasted to

skin, often transgress histocompatibility barriers and grow
in spite of weak homograft reactions.

Surviving animals

of a segregating hybrid generation, challenged with a virulent
tumor, will tend to be those showing the strongest homograft
reaction.

While particularly strong barriers, such as H-2

difference may be sufficient to produce an adequate response,

it is possible that the added effect of multiple histocompa

tibility differences is even better.

If so, the design

employed may tend to fix several, rather than one, histo
compatibility factors from the foreign strain.

This possi

bility has also been fully realized by Snell, Prehn, and Main,
The existence of additional histocompatibility differences

between TR lines might be detected by skin grafting, rather

than by tumor transplantation to appropriate hybrids." (5p.707-708)

The study done by Linder and Klein (5) was to
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test the hypothesis by testing some IR lines and their Fj^
and Fo hybrids by tumor and skin grafting from donors of

appropriate genotypes.
The four 1R lines used by Linder and Klein have a

strain A background but differ with respect to the H-2
locus:

A.BY(H-2b H-2b), A.SW(H-2S H-2S), A.CA(H-2b H-2b),

and A/Sn(H-2a H-2a).

Each line is maintained by brother to

sister matings for three to five generations, then are back-

crossed to the inbred strain A.

The females of the sublines

A.SW, A.BY, and A.CA are crossed with A/Sn males; the F2
mice from these crosses are challenged with A/Sn tumors,

and the survivors are antigenically typed by the hemagglutin
ation test of Gorer and Mikulska.

Those mice that have the

same H-2 isoantengic type of particular IR subline entering

the cross are subsequently used to replace the breeding
pair of this line.

This process is repeated to maintain in

each IR line a common strain background.
In the first group of tests, a spontaneous mammary

carcinoma (SIS) native to strain A was tested by transplan
tation to (A x A.SW) F2 and (A x A.SW) X A.SW backcross
hybrids. The following results were obtained:
(A X A.SW)F2
(A X A.SW) X A.SW
Takes in
strain of
Takes
%
X2
%
Xz
origig
takes
15/15

95/129

73.6

0.08

42/91

46.2

0.4

The number of takes expected if only one H locus was involved

is 75% for F,, and 50% for backcross hybrids.

The results of

the above table showed there was no significant deviation

from the expectation.

Transplantation of tumor and subsequent
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progressive growth in compatible

hosts suggests that one

histocompatibility gene was involved.

In the second group of tests, 74 skin grafts from A
donors were transplanted to host mice, and the mean survival

for each ffroup was calculated.

The host mice were serologi

cally typed to determine their

genotypes.

The following

results were obtained.
Donor genotype

Host genotype

(H-23 H-2a)

(H-2S H-2S)

15.0

(H-2a H-2a)

(H-2a H-2a)

29.4

(H-2a H-2a)

(H-2a H-2S)

Mean survival time
(days)

29.3

1
"The results of the F2 tests show that A and A.SW

differ with regard to other histocompatibility factors in

addition to H-2.

Also, the possibility exists that one

or both strains are segregating for histocompatibility

factors because of residual heterozygosis.
by intrastrain grafts on A and A.SW mice.

This was tested
On the whole, A

skin showed satisfactory survival both on A mice and on
hybrids with A as one of the parental strains 1 30 of 32

grafts survived the entire observation period of 100 to 300
days.

A different situation was found with intrastrain A.SW

grafts or with A.SW skin grafted to appropriate

hybrids.

The grafts were regularly rejected after a more or less

prolonged survival period ranging from 13 to 78 days.

Skin grafts exchanged between (A x A.SWjF^ hybrids showed

much better survival, however, only 8 of 22 grafts were
rejected, the rest surviving for the entire observation
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period of 100 to 300 days."

(5).

There is an obvious discrepancy between those re
sults obtained with transplanting neoplastic tissues and
those obtained with skin grafts.

Neoplastic tissues produce

a ratio of succumbing mice to surviving mice predicted by
Mendelian laws for one segregating gene.

Skin grafting has

considerably complicated the picture, revealing thait more

than 15 loci are involved in transplantation as compared to
4 or 5 to tumor transplants.

Some of the "weak" histocompa

tibility loci that virulent tumors grow in spite of, can be
revealed by the preimmunizing techniques developed by Snell.

Those histocompatibility differences tolerated by tumors
do not seem to be tolerated by skin.

Compared to the many years taken to develop inbred
strains of mice, coisogenic lines are relatively young and
they may still contain at present residual heterozygosity.
But an alternative explanation may be that a large number of

genes exist that are of little significence for the establish
ment of progressive tumor growth but are of

primary importance

for the rejection or acceptance of skin grafts.

III.

IMMUNITY AND ENHANCEMENT IN THE HOMOGRAFT REACTION
WITH NOTE ON POSSIBLE MECHANISM
The importance of histocompatibility-2 system of

antigens in the homograft reactions in mice is now univer
sally recognized.

H-2 antigens have been detected by both

hemagglutination and cytotoxic techniques.

Because H-2

antigens are confined neither to the erythrocytes nor to
the normal tissues of mice alone, the antibodies produced
by the H-2 system are referred to as H-2 antibodies rather

than as hemagglutins.
There have been doubts expressed as to the importance
of H-2 antibodies in homograft reaction.

Until recently,

three main objections have been voiced (9).
1. )

"It appeared at first as if the hemagglutination

antibodies were capricious in their appearance and transient

in their circulations.

Since the adoption of human serumj

dextran technique this objection has been shown to be ground

less.

Antibodies are regularly found following homograft

rejection.

The time which they persist is somewhat variable

but, following a strong stimulus, it varies between 3 and 13

months (p. 707)."

2. )

The evidence that antibody was formed relatively

late In reaction has been contrary to evidence of Kaliss and
Gorer.

Antibody may be detected on the third or fourth day

with visible signs of the homograft reaction becoming apparent
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on the fifth day.
3.)

"A great deal of stress has been laid upon the

alleged lack of cytotoxic activity of H-2 antibodies (p.708)."
H-2 antibodies in mouse serum show complementary activity
"in vivo" but rarely "in vitro".
Hellstrom (10) demonstrated that the cytotoxic reaction
is determined by the isoantigens of the H-2 system.

Serum

taken from (DBA/2 xC3H)F| hybrids, immunized by six consecu
tive challenges of strain A/Sn tissue, does not show any

cytotoxic activity to strain A/Sn lymphocytes.

(DBA/2 x C3H)F|

hybrids have the same H-2-determined isoantigenic composition

as A/Sn mice while other H-loci are not identical.

The

cytotoxic effect of the non-H-2 isoantibodies could not be

demonstrated by this test.
Different types of leukosis, sarcomas, etc. have

different sensitivities to the cytotoxic effects of anti

body.

The complementary activity of these antibodies are

displayed in at least three histological varieties of homograft response in mice (9).

Type 1t

"The graft is supplied with a fibrovascular

stoma by the host.

Graft destruction is intimately associated

with infiltration by lymphocytes and plasma cells (p. 708)"
Type 2:

Malignant cells are destroyed by the invasion

of locally proliferating histiocytes.

By the third day

monocytes have invaded the graft and destroyed both histiocytes

and target cells.
Type 3’

Proliferation of the host cells begins

about the eighth or ninth day with necrosis spreading throughou
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the tumor.

Histiocytes invade the graft bed as scavengers,

but are capable of destroying the leukotic cells.
The cytotoxic effects of antibody "in vivo" can be

shown by both neutralization, active-immunity, and passiveimmunity techniques.

Neutralization involves first mixing

the graft tissue with its appropriate antibody "in vitro"
then injecting this into the mouse.

If target cells and

antibody meet for the first time "in vivo", then the process
is referred to as a passive-immunity or active-immunity

technique.

The difference between active and passive immuni

zation is that mice actively immunized are inoculated with
tissue homogenates or extracts and "passively immunized"

mice are inoculated with the anti-tissue sera itself.
The development cf the passive and active-immunity

techniques have revealed two important immunological phenomenal
immunity and enhancement.

Immunity is characterized by the

graft failing to grow in compatible, preimmunized hostss
whereas, enhancement is the progressive growth of a tumor

graft in compatible hosts supposedly preimmunized against
the growth of that tumor.

Both immunity and enhancement are

dependent upon several variables.

We will be primarily

concerned with the host strain, the type of graft transplanted,

and the nature of the antisera.
The susceptibility of different tumors shows a wide
range of reactions (9).

The C5?BL leukosis E.L.4 gave

the type of reaction that might be expected with bacteria

or viruses.

The degree of immunity or protection is propor

tional to the increase of the serum dosage.

•

Small dosages
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of ar.ti E.L.k. serum provide no protection while large dosages
of serum provide maximum protection.

The C3H sarcoma

B.P.8 behaves peculiarly when treated with increasing anti

body dosages.

"With high doses of serum one may get almost

complete suppression of the growth.

With lower doses one

occasionally gets an initial inhibition followed by per
manent homografts (enhancement).

On other occasions the

tumor may grow at about the same rate as in the controls,

but they regress more slowly or persist (p. ?12)."

No

indication of resistance can be observed over a wide range

of antibody concentrations against sarcoma I.

It appears to

be almost completely insensitive to the cytotoxic effect of the

anti serum.

Di fferent strains of mice show varying degrees of en
hancement or immunity when inoculated with tumor grafts.

Peculiar differences were found between strain BALB/C mice
and strain-A mice.

Enhancement is difficult to obtain in

strain-A mice under any condition, but fairly easy in BALB/C

mice.

Gorer and Kaliss (11) compared the behavior of homografts of tumors when exposed to different dosages of anti

sera "in vivo", and in different inbred "foreign" strains.
Enhancement was demonstrated for tumor B.P.8 in
BALB/C hosts.

Both tumor and mouse strain are especially

"susceptible" to enhancement.

The antiserum BALB/C anti-

B.P.8 (H-2d anti-H-2^) was injected into the male and female

hosts in variable amounts.

In all groups tested, passively

transferred antiserum enhanced the growth of the tumor
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grafts - most rapid tumor growth was shown in females re

ceiving the lower serum doses.
Tumor B.P.8 was tested in A/Go hosts passively immunized

with different doses of A anti-B.P.8 (H-2a anti-H-2k).

In

contrast to B.F.8 tumors in BALB/C hosts, all the growths

eventually regressed.

However, the growth reached a much

larger size, and persisted longer, in the mice receiving
0.05 ml. of serum.

There was definite evidence of inhibition

in those groups receiving ,2 ml.
Tumors B.P.8 in C57BL/Go host pretreated with .2 ml.

and .05 ml. of C57BL/Go anti-B.P.8 (H-2h anti-H-2k), obtained
a large size by enhanced growth before they regressed.

The

same tumor in C57BL/Go was treated with A anti-B.P.8 in the
same concentration and exhibited no enhancement.
Tumor E.L.^ in strain A/Go hosts preimmunized with

A anti-E.L.4 serum (K-2a anti-H-2^1) showed no enhancement of

tumors,
A few interesting observations can be drawn from the
study of Gorer and Kaliss.

When the H-2k antigen associated

with the B.P.8 tumor is present, different degrees of en

hancement are shown, depending upon the host strain utilized,
being best demonstrated in tumor B.P.8 in BALB/C hosts.

With some neoplasms the dosage of the antibody titer in
fluences the outcome of the tumor graft, lower concentration

(.05 ml.) showing enhancement and higher concentrations
(.2 ml.) showing inhibition, but the degree to which en
hancement or inhibition is demonstrated for a particular

concentration is dependent upon the host strain.

Finally,
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on the basis of the data presented by Gorer and Kaliss, the

H-2 ' antigen seems to evoke the production of enhancing

antibody in the host strain.
The importance of the H-2 antigens in the homograft

reaction is not to be underestimated.

The outcome of the

passive administration of antibody is dependent upon the
nature and composition of the target-cell population.

At

one end of the spectrum is the highly susceptible E.L.4

tumor against which inhibition can easily be shown; at the

other end is Sarcoma I which is virtually unaffected by H-2

antibodies.

The only direct effect of antibody to be ob

served upon the neoplastic cells of Sarcoma I has been the
stimulation of mitosis with enhancement easy to obtain over
a wide range of antibody concentration.

B.P.8 appears to

be more representative of neoplastic homografts in general;

the concentration of serum being the important variable with
larger and smaller doses producing striking effects.

An explanation proposed by Gorer (9) to explain both

phenomena of enhancement and immunity in B.P.8 is based upon
the degree of stimulation upon the tumor graft, dependent
upon the concentration of antibody used.

Large serum doses

may sufficiently sensitize the host against B.P.8, causing
marked inhibition.

The growth of the tumor graft is efficiently

arrested to allow the immune-response systems of the host
to become fully mobilized before the tumor can recover.

An equilibrium between tumor and host is established at the
time cf passive administration of antibody, but as the host

defense mechanisms are activated, the equilibrium shifts in
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favor of the host.

If smaller serum doses are used to passively

immunize the host against tumor graft, then conditions favorable

to tumor growth may be established.
exemplified by I3.P.8 .

This phenomenon may be

Being a heterogeneous population of

cells with each group of cells displaying a differing degree
of sensitivity, smaller doses of antiserum would favor the
growth of the most antibody-resistant stem lines.

The anti

body seems to have a colchicine like effect on the cells
during mitosis, giving rise to large heteroploid cells.

These cells are very resistant to the action of histiocytes
since they often engulf large numbers of them.

A sufficient

antibody concentration would stimulate mitosis without seriously
damaging the cells.

Subeffective doses of antibody may so

violently stimulate the tumor that the host is completely

overwhelmed by tumor growth.
The phenomenon of enhancement in the homograft reaction

occurs in spite of H-2 barriers.

Old "et al" (12) reported

that mice pretreated with methylcholanthrene prior to the
injection of a small inocula of tumor cells will initially

support the tumor growth, but an equilibrium is soon estab
lished between host and tumor.

This state is soon terminated,

and the tumor again grows progressively.

Enhancement in the

case reported by Gorer and in that reported by Old "et al"

appears to be established by similar mechanisms - insufficient
antibody response and the depression of the immune-response

system of the host mouse.

paralyzed in some way.

In both cases, the host was

Whether the antibody and methylchol

anthrene are producing their effects at the same point is
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uncertain.

But in any case, "the ability of antibody in

subthreshold dosages to stimulate progressive tumor growth

is of primary interest when considered as plausable expla
nation for the occurrence of spontaneous tumors,

A second mechanism, supported by the findings of

Gorer and kaliss (11), suggests the possibility of two al
ternative postulates.

The first is similar to those pre

viously discussed; that is, a single species of antibody is

acting, the dual results being dependent upon the relative

cocentrations of antiserum and tumor cells.

The second

postulate proposes the existence of two types of antibodies,
one being "cytotoxic" and the other being "enhancing."
This hypothesis "necessitates the assumption that the ’cyto

toxic’ antibody is considerably less effective at the lower

concentrations of antiserum, while the ’enhancing’ anti
body can be effective at very low concentrations.

For both

postulates, enhancement takes place with the cells that have

escaped destruction by antibody."

The latter hypothesis

was supported by the findings for the different H-2 antigens,
certain antigens (H-2k) being associated with enhancement;
however, it is not obvious why differences in antigens should

account for the variant results in th&ir experiments.

Billingham, Brent, and Medawar (13) proposed a third
possible mechanism to explain the phenomenon of enhancement.

They describe enhancement as being an "afferent, central,
or

efferent inhibition" of transplantation immunity.

Enhancement depends upon the active immunization of
treated animals which leads to the formation of high titers
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of isoantibodies.

Because of the paradox that active immu

nization leads to the enhancement of homograft reaction,
they conclude the existence of two types of antigens:

nuclear

transplantation antigens (TSTA) responsible for immunity and

cytoplasmic antigens which elicit the formation of serum
antibodies (humoral) which are believed responsible for
enhancement.

The same H-2 allele must elicit the formation

of two different types of antigens which account for the
types of antibodies.

On the basis that two antigens are

governed by a. single allele, they reason that both must be

structurally similar and as a consequence these antibodies
provoked by the cytoplasmic antigens can combine with and
inactivate the nuclear transplantation antigens.

Enhance

ment is due to the absence of the normal immune responses of

the host, since antigens, now "blocked by antibody", cannot
provide an adequate immune stimulus.
The immune reaction may be "blocked" by the antigen at
three .levels:

afferent, central, and efferent.

An afferent

inhibition would prevent the release from or the inactivation
of the TSTA at the sight of the graft.

A central inhibition

would affect the machinery responsible for antibody formation.

This second route is thought to be responsible for acquired
tolerance and the suppression of the immune-response system

with methylcholanthrene.

An efferent inhibition would

inhibit the immune-reaction from exercising its response.
Kaliss and Bryant (1*0 have advanced a fourth proposal
that immunological enhancement is due to an induced change

in the graft, and not to immunological blockage of the host’s
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responses as proposed by Billingham "et al" (13) or "immu
nological selection" of viable variant cells insensitive to

the antiserum as proposed by Gorer (9).

The experiments of

Kaliss and Bryant were designed to study the immune-responses

of the host with the object of differentiating the dynamics
of graft resistance and enhancement.

They found that the

nature of the host’s responses depends on the time interval
between successive graftings and on the particular host-graft
combination under study.

In one experiment B57BL/K’s were inoculated with
Sarcoma I indigenous to strain-A mice.

The initial response

of the host to the immunizing stimulus of the first graft
is a heightened resistance.

The evidence for this is the

inability of passively transferred antiserum to initiate
enhancement of a second graft inoculated one week after the

first (Cellular antibodies are thought to be responsible for
enhancement.).

The resistance was further shown in the very

rapid destruction of the second graft when inoculated about
one week after the first.

Sometime around the second week,

the intensity of resistance begins to subside, and as the
time between successive graftings is further increased,
enhancement is the predominant occurrence.

That both resis

tance and enhancement are a consequence of the immunizing
stimulus of the first graft must be concluded from the

fact that enhancement can take place without administering
passively transferred antiserum.

An experiment similar to the first was set up to
determine when an heightened resistance could be demonstrated.
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Tn order to more precisely delineate the waxing and waning

period of the resistance responce induced by the first
inoculum, a new set of intervals for the subsequent inoculation

of the second tumor graft was employed.

The results showed

that a heightened resistance can be demonstrated at the third

day following the initial tumor graft with the second graft

inoculated being destroyed at an accelerated rate.

Resistance

begins to wane fourteen to twenty-one days after the in

oculation of the first graft.
Gorer (9) could not show resistance to Sal over a

wide range of antibody concentrationss whereas, Kaliss and

Bryant have been able to show a considerable resistance

three to fourteen days after sensitization with a primary

tumor graft.

The inability of Gorer to show resistance

against Sal can most likely be explained by the time interval
between primary and secondary inoculations of tumor tissue.

Another experiment carried out by Kaliss and Bryant
(1^) was to test the hypothesis that immunological enhance
ment is due to the blocking of the antigenic stimulus of the

homograft because it is "coated" by antiserum.

The demon

stration that enhanced tumor can provide a competent anti

genic stimulus would throw doubt on the validity of this
hypothesis.

"The experimental design was again that of

determining the status of the immune response engendered

by a first homograft as shown by the fate of a second graft.

The host-graft combination was Sal in C57BL/Ks mice,

C57BL/Ks

mice recurred on intraperitoneal injection of isoantiserum

(C57BL/Ks-anti-SaI) several hours before a subcutaneous
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inoculation of pieces of Sal.

Twenty-four hours later,

the mice were killed, the pieces of tumor recovered, and in
turn inoculated into other C57BL/Ks mice.

These tumors

acted as the first 'immunizing* graft and were followed by
a second inoculum of Sal at various time intervals, the

second grafts coming from A/Ks mice (the native strain for
the tumorShortly before the second graft was inoculated

into the experimental mice, each mouse received an intraperitoneal injection of C5?BL/Ks anti-Sal serum.

The data

show that the first grafts, both those that came from serum-

treated and untreated mice, gave an antigenic stimulus that
was effective in inducing heightened resistance.

Furthermore,

these first grafts were themselves enhanced as a result of

twenty-four hour sojourn in C57BL/Ks mice, and it is inter
esting that this is true whether the grafts came from serum-

treated or untreated mice (p. 697-698)."
of
As a result/their findings, Kaliss and Bryant (1^-)

on the basis of the reactions of C57BL/Ks mice to the strain-A
tumor Sai, diagrammatically represented the waxing and waning

of homograft resistance and the concomitant rise in cir
culating antibody which is responsible for immunological

enhancement.

RESPONSE
LEVEL

They have postulated a fourth mechanism as
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an explanation of enhancement.

Enhancement is a consequence

of an induced alteration of the graft, initiated by graft’s

encounter with antiserum,

Tney propose an immunological

change, involving a loss of certain antigens or a diminution
in their quantity, so that the graft is no longer "foreign"
to the host; or if the change is not immunological in character

sone change would occur to permit the graft to survive in
spite of an immune response from the host.

The latter ex

planation seems more plausible since tumors repeatedly trans

planted fail to lose their antigenic properties.

IV.

METHYLCHOLANTHRENE-INDUCED TUMORS

When methylcholanthrene is administered to a mouse in

small quantities, a tumor will arise at the point of ino

culation in three to seven months.

Methylcholanthrene (MC)

is a very effective carcinogen, 90-100% of the animals in

jected developing tumors.

The mechanisms by which tumor

inducing compounds function may be similar to those produced
by large doses of ionizing radiation since the toxic effect
of carcinogen-induced (CI) tumors resembles the pathological
effects reported for ionizing radiations (15)»
Chromosomal changes could easily be directly involved

in the neoplastic-transformation or represent a secondary

consequence of tumor growth.

Similar to the aberrations

produced by ionizing radiation, MC-induced sarcomas are

sometimes associated with varying genetic constitution (16).
Different transfer lines of MC-induced tumors are character

ized by cytogenetic individuality.

These genome differences

between various tumors may account for tumor specific trans
plantation antigens (TSTA).

Tumors induced by MC in a

particular inbred strain of mice are most often genetically
distinguishable from each other.

Occasionally an antiserum

produced against one tumor line will be found to cross react

with a different tumor line, but this seldom is the case.

But rather, CI tumor lines are antigenically separable.
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Tumors induced by the name carcinogen, in the same strain,

though classified when examined as fibrosarcomas, may re
present a common final pattern originally derived from one

of the variety of tissues exposed to MC at the subcutaneous
site.

This possibility of multiple origin may be of impor

tance in relation to the apparent lack of cross reaction

among different Ci-tumors.

The phenomenon of TSTA will be

dealt with in more detail later.
The chromosomal analysis of primary tumors is important
because of the secondary evolution that long-propagated

tumors are bound to undergo (16).

Tumors that are maintained

in passage in an inbred strain of mice, often "inherit" new
antigenic properties that distinguish the older tumors from

the properties it had as a primary tumor.

Cross reactions

between a primary tumor grafted subcutaneously many times
in the Indigenous strain and a portion of the same primary
tumor preserved by freezing failed to occur.

An interesting relationship was reported by Hauschka

(17) between the genetic material of neoplasms and the degree
of transplantibility.

All the neoplasms that he examined

for chromosome-number distribution were found to be complex
heteroploids or chromosomal mosaics with a distinct diploid

or tetraplcid genome.

Those stems with the most balanced

genomes functioned as "stem cells" in the propagation of the
malignant tissue.

A constant source of genetic inequalities

was provided by viable cells with aberrant aneuploid chrom
osome numbers.

He showed that these differences were re

flected during passage of a graft through foreign relationships.
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There exists a consistent relationship between chromosome

constitution and histocompatibility.

All tumors with a

diploid chromosome number were strain-specific; the heter-

opioid neoplasm exhibited varying degrees of genetic indiffer

ence with regard to host requirements.

"The wider trans-

plantibility of the tetraploid category was interpreted as

resulting from disturbances in genic background consequent

to polyploidization.

In a polyploid cell more than two

loci are available for each gene, and allelic histocompati
bility factors can function in dosages other than those to

which they are instructed in a diploid, so that antigenic
end products no longer elicit protective antibody in adequate

titer (p. 732

)."

The work of Hellstrom (16) on chromosome changes in

MC-irduced sarcomas was consistent with Hauschka’s (17).

Hellstrom found that MC-induced fibrosarcomas represent a
cytogenetically heterogenous group, and different transfer

lines arc characterized by cytogenetic individuality.

The

tumors he examined had cells with an apparently normal

complement of forty chromosomes, while ten tumors had most

of their cells chromosomally differing from normal somatic
cells.

The theories proposed by both authors to explain the

antigenic difference of tumors induced with the same carcin

ogen does not coincide with the theory of Old "et al" (12)

of multiple origins.

During the process of carcinogenesis, the polyoma
virus produces the same change(s) in the cell each time,

whereas multiple pathways are available in MC carcinogenesis.
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This wide choice of pathways is consistent with MC-induced

sarcomas having a wide spectrum of antigenic properties, and
viral-induced neoplasm having related families of antigens.

The absence of cross reactions, except for one or two

occasions, parallels the high degree of aneuploidism for
MC-induced tumors.

The marked degree of aneuploidism within

one tumor may account for qualitative or quantitative differ

ences of the antigenic variations of the cells comprising
This question could be resolved by isolating
an
tumor cells from a single stem line, immunizing/isogenic host

that tumor.

with these tumor cells, then testing the immune host with
other cells from the original tumor.
If in fact neoplasms represent mutated normal tissues

with immunological properties differing from the normal host

tissues in which the neoplasm arose, then why did the tumor

arise, and why was it not initially rejected by the host’s
immune response systems?

Two hypothesis have been put forth

as an explanation of this phenomenal

1)

It has been shown

that preimmunization against isoantigens of a tumor can lead

to enhanced growth of the allogenic tumor cells under certain

conditions.

Such a mechanism could conceivably operate in

tumor specific transplantation antigens as well (self-enhanced),

and the immunological response may actually favor the out
growth of the antigenic neoplastic cells (this phenomenon
was discussed in length previously), and 2.)

depression of

the immune capacity by MC may permit the emergence of anti

genic cell populations that could not otherwise survive.
The depressive effect upon the humoral antibody
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respnse was shown by Stjernsward (18).

A direct relation

ship was established between the number of antibody producing

cells and the size of the tumor.

Animals with tumors appearing

at the fourteenth and sixteenth weeks showed a 79-75% average
depression in antibody forming cells.

All animals had de

finite tumors or diffuse nodules together with a decrease
in spleen weight.

This condition persisted until the twentieth

week, when the number of antibody producing cells in the

MC-treated groups increased and was above that in the controls
at that time, all MC-treated mice had large tumors, some of

which were ulcerated.
Similar results were reported by Stutman (19) testing

the depressive effects of MC in the carcinogen-sensitive

C3HP/Bi mice.

Sheep red blood cells were administered intra-

peri toneally six days after injection of MC, and the response
was measured four days later by a direot .hemolysis plaque

forming technique.

MC produced a marked depression of the

immune response in C3Hf/Bi mice.
reduced 8% and 88%.

Plaque-froming cells were

However, when the same assays were

carried out in a relatively resistant mouse strain I, no

significant immunodepression was observed.

The incidence

of tumors was 100% in the C3Hf/Bi mice and 11% in the strain I
mice.

This is consistent with the possibility of host

immunological mechanisms as regulators of malignant develop
ment because resistance to MC oncogenesis was associated with

absence of immune

depression by the carcinogen in I-strain

mice.
Old "et al" (12) reported that as few as forty cells
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of a known antigenicity were able to grow in an untreated

isogenic host.

This clearly parallels the emergence of

clones of antigenic cells induced by MC on the primary host

itself.

The failure of immunologically competent mice to

elicit an immune response against so few cells may indicate

that the depression of the immune response system is of a
qualitative rather than a quantitative nature.

It may also

be explained by the relative antigenic stimulus of a few

cells compared with many cells.

"The antigenic stimulus for

forty viable cells may be so slight that these cells establish
themselves as a w»ll vascularized tumor mass before exciting

an immune response.

The amount of antigen from a great

number of cells may be sufficient to initiate an effective
immune response during the process of establishment, when
the humor is most sensitive to immune attack (p. 89)."

Under these conditions, a small dose might lead to progressive
tumor growth where a larger dose would riot, the larger dose

carrying enough cellular debris and normal donor leukocytes

to establish an early immune response.
The experiments of Old "et al" (12) have shed some
light onto the possible mechanisms involved in MC oncogenesis,
and have hypothesized several routes through which MC may act
as a carcinogen.

In attempting to better understand these

proposals, the properties of the tumors induced were correl

ated with different experimental variables.

Tumors induced by MC were considerably less antigenic

than those induced by the same carcinogen in females.

45%

of MC-induced tumors in the males showed no demonstrable
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antigenicity, only 19% of tumors in females were nonantigenic,
The term "antigenic" and "nonantigenic" are relative terms

dependent upon the test used in a particular experiment.

The degree of antigenicity was determined by the growth of the
tumor in its first transplant generation.

A correlation can

be made between strong antigenicity and poor growth or
regression of first generation of transplants.

If a first

generation of transplants of MC tumors grows only in a fraction

of mice, this may be taken as evidence for strong tumor

antigenicity, the mouse being able to more effectively defend
itself against those tumors with strong antigenic properties.

This again points to the difficulty in developing congenic
lines of mice on the basis of tumor transplants.
Differences in antigenicity can be partially accounted
for by such factors as differences in susceptibility to

carcinogenesis in the two sexes, latent period for tumor
development, and strength of the carcinogen.

In addition

to these, it appears that the male is more susceptible than

the female to marginal doses of carcinogens, as evidenced
by a higher incidence of tumors.

This fact is related to

either (1) the development of tumors of lesser antigenicity

in the male or (2) the apparently inferior immunological

reactions of the male, so that the tumors induced may be of
equal antigenicity, but the males do not respond as effectively
to the antigenic modifications.

Occasionally it has been

shown that males can develop strong immunity to antigenic
female tumors.

Because of the Y-linked histocompatibility

antigen, one cannot study the antigenicity of the male tumors
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in females.

Different carcinogens can produce tumors with varying
degrees of antigenic strength.

Thus carcinogenic polycyclic

hydrocarbons capable of inducing tumors which are antigenic
in the strain of origin are MC and dibenzathracene (DBA).

DBA has a very high tumor-inducing capacity, DBA tumors showing
weak or absent antigenicity,

"One possible explanation of

the difference in antigenicity between tumors induced by MC
and those induced by DEP is that the effectiveness of a
carcinogen may be inversely related to the antigenicity of

the cellular changes it induces (12 - p. 84)."

The more

effective carcinogens like DBA would produce tumors with
slight antigenic modifications5 consequently, the tumor cells

would have less difficulty in establishing themselves.

Other

carcinogens with an equally effective inducing potential,
may appear to be "weaker" carcinogens because the tumors they
induce would have strong antigenic properties.

"The latent

period for chemically induced tumor development might be
regarded as a selection period during which cells with neo
plastic potential appear very early in the course of car

cinogenesis but, being so highly antigenic, are promptly
destroyed by the host.

Tumors may then appear when the growth

potential of the altered cells is capable of overriding immun
ological response by the host to whatever antigenic modifi

cation characterizes the tumor cells (12 - pp. 84-5)."
Tf this is the case, then within a group of tumors

induced with the same carcinogen in the same strain, the
first tumors to appear would be the most antigenic and the
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last tumors loss antigenic.

03d ”et al" reported that in a

group of BAIl/c female tumors, the first tumors to appear
were so highly antigenic that their growth was completely
inhibited on subsequent transplantation of the same tumor.

Later tumors that arose were either less antigenic or possessed
no demonstratable antigenicity.

From these results, Old

"et al" suggested that during carcinogenesis a sequential
process takes place rather than some random series of events.

All tumor cells that arise during carcinogenesis have equal
neoplastic potential, but become less and less antigenic the
later they appear.

If this were the case, then carcinogens

like DpA would Induce tumors with strong antigenic properties
in mice whose immune response system was sufficiently de

pressed,

The nature of the immune process occurring during

the period of tumor indolence, why it should not affect
rejection of the tumor, and what happens to permit the tumor
to escape restraint arc questions of obvious importance.

Why, during carcinogenesis, is the apparent equilibrium

between tumor and host terminated to allow the progressive
growth of the tumor?
Since the demonstration of tumor specific transplan

tation antigens in MC-induced tumors, there is evidence
to suggest the presence of TSTA in lymphomas, mammary tumors,

and tumors induced by the polyoma virus.

Immunodepression

has been considered a possible factor in carcinogenesis by
favoring the development of antigenic tumor cells.

The

destruction of abnormal cells by immune mechanisms to maintain
homeostatic conditions within a system may have an evolutionary

value.

Malignant development may occur when the immunological

surveillance is bypassed.

V.

TUMOR SPECIFIC TRANSPLANTATION ANTIGENS:
IMMUNITY AND ENHANCEMENT

THE ISOCRAFT REACTION
Previously mentioned experiments demonstrated enhance
ment and immunity of a viable inoculum of tumor cells when
pretreated with immune serum "built up" in a host strain

of mice of a different histocompatibility locus from the

strain of mice indigenous for the tumor.

Different neoplasms

reacted to the cytotoxic activity of the antiserum in various

ways dependent upon the dosage of the antiserum and the host
strain into which the inocula was grafted.

The homograft reaction considers the response of the

host to those histocompatibility antigens differing from

its own; it does not exhibit any evidence that the antigens

associated with the tumor cell may be different from the
indigenous host in which the tumor was induced or arose
spontaneously.

The experiments of Cld "et al" (12) clearly

outlines the possibility that the tumors may possess antigens
differing from the antigens inherent to the mouse strain in

which the tumor had incurred.

In other words, tumors possess

what are appropriately referred to as tumor specific trans
plantation antigens.

Evidence for the existence of TSTA

could be obtained by showing immunity and enhancement in
isologous systems in which residual genetic differences have
been ruled out as a possible explanation.
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If such TSTA did

exist apart from the indigenous mouse strain, then those
mechanisms involved with immunity and enhancement in the

homograft reaction may be very well applicable to autochtho
nous and isologous systems as well,
hi ein and Sjogren (20) used both the homologous and

isologous system to to test the existence of tumor specific
transclan tation antigens,

Mouse sarcoma cells derived from

recent methyleholanthrene-induced tumors of known geneotype
were inoculated into isologous and or homologous hosts after
incubation with serum cr lymph node cells from different

sources to test the validity of the hypothesis.

Both home]ogous and isologous strains were immunized

by inoculation of preirradiated tumor tissue.

The dose of

irradiation administered to the viable tumor cells was suffL
cient to induce mitotic death in all or a majority of the

cells.

Irradiated tumor tissues fail to grow on subsequent

inoculation into an isologous host, but their potential to
stimulate the production of antibodies in the host remains
virtually unaffected.

The serum and lymph node cells were

then collected from the previously sensitized homologous and
isologous strains of mice.

Neutralization techniques were

employed to homograft and isograft immunity directed against

the tG-induced sarcomas.

In particular, the question was

studied whether the reaction was mediated by the humoral
(serum antibodies) or the cellular (lymph node cells) path

ways, or both.

The results of their experiments fall into three

main categories*
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1.)

Iso transplants of tumor cells after exposure to

homologous serum or lymph node cells.—• Treatment with

immune lymph node cells resulted in a prolonged latency period

and a reduced incidence of takes, indicating a certain in
activation of' the inoculum.

Using F^ hosts as the recipients

of mixed inocula containing cells derived from a tumor that
originated in one of the parental strains and lymph nodes
from the other parental strains, both untreated and pre-

immunized lymph nodes exerted an inhibiting effect which was
somewhat more pronounced with the preimmunized cells.

Finally, neither normal nor immune serum had any detectable

effect on tumor growth.
Homotransplantation of tumor cells exposed to

serum or lymph node cells isologous with the host.-- Tumor

MS’VB was injected into incompatible host (A x C3H)Fi, pretreated with sensitized serum (serum produced by strain
A.S’7 tissue).

This assay and the control group failed to

show any effect.

Treatment with normal (A x C3H)F^ lymph

node cells resulted in a certain enhancement.

Incubation

with the immune lymph node cells completely inactivated the

inoculum.
Lymph node cells of preimmunized mice (irradiated

MSV,'3 tumor tissue used in place of A.SW tissue) inhibited the
temporary growth of the tumor.

Lymph node cells taken from

untreated animals had no effect.

Serum from untreated or

preimmunized mice was ineffective.
3.)

Totally isologous systems,-- Exposing tumor cells

to serum or lymph node cells from genetically identical,
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isologous animals, and inoculating the mixtures into fully
isologous hosts had the following results:

a. )

Serum from primary tumor-bearing animals, tested

with two tumors, had no detectable effect.
b. )

Lymph node cells from primary tumor-bearing
animals,

tested with four tumors, showed an

inhibiting effect with one tumor.

c. )

Lymph node colls from untreated isologous mice
showed an inhbitory effect with four tumors.

d. )

Lymph node cells from isologous mice pretreated
with irradiated tumor cells (2^*5 times) showed

inhibition with two of five tumors tested.

e. )

Intravenous or intraperitoneal injection of
lymph node cells from primary tumor-bearing mice

or isologous mice preimmunized with irradiated
tumor cells had no detectable effect on the tumor
growth (pJ+56).

I'leir and Sjogren were able to show the inhibiting

effect of lymph node cells against tumor grafts.

The in

hibiting effect of the lymph node cells is probably analagous

to the homograft systems that is, it is due to the immuno
logical activity of these cells against the tumor.

The demonstration of resistance against MC-induced

sarcomas can be attributed to residual heterozygosis or
spontaneous mutations within the strain tested.

The relative

frequency ai which mutations occur within a given species at
a particular locus would seem an unlikely explanation? neverthe
less, spontaneous mutations cannot be eliminated as a contributing

factor.
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The experiments of Prehn and Main (21) have largely
excluded the possibility that the effect could be due to

residua] heterozygosis in the inbred stran used or, in
other words, to just another case of homograft immunity.

No difference between the survival time of isografts and
autografts could be found to prove the heterogeneity of the
strain tested.

They suggested that the sarcomas contain

specific and individually different new antigens or TSTA,

They have shown that normal tissues from the very same mouse
in which the neoplasm had been originally induced, could

.immunize against the tumors neither could implants of MC-

induced tumors immunize isologous mice against skin grafts

taken from the same animal in which the tumor had arisen
originally.

Resistance against a given MC-induced sarcomas

was not necessarily accompanied by cross resistance against

another one, induced in the same fashion in the same strain.

Thus the different, tumors tended to be immunologically dis

tinctive ,

In other experiments by Klein, Sjogren, E. Klein, and
Hellstr'dm (22) resistance in the primary autochthonous host,
whose tumor had been operatively removed, could also be shown

to occur when followed by three consecutive inoculations
with heavily irradiated cells from the same tumor removed.

Other interesting observations were made relating

the challenge dose of viable cells and growth rates.

Re

sistance to the growth of tumor in both the autochthonous and

isologous systems was relative, rather than absolute, and it

broke down when the challenge dose of viable cells was increased.
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In several experiments the observation was made that inocula
breaking through a previously demonstrated resistance barrier

in isologous or autochthonous mice appeared only after a

prolonged latency period and/or grew at a retarded rate
when compared with untreated isologous controls.

The fact

that untreated isologous controls support the growth of

comparatively large inocula only indicates that, even in

untreated mice, the first viable inocula may have to break

through a considerable resistance barrier.
Isologous mice pretreated with irradiated normal
tissue did not show any sign

of increased resistance over

the controls} some mice did show an increased resistance,
exceeding that in the controls but lower than in isologous
mice inoculated with Irradiated tumor tissue when taken from
the same- mice.

This intermediate resistance is not necessarily

due to any specific immunizing action of the irradiated
normal tissue but is more likely due to the bolstering of the
immunological response which is then subsequently provoked by

the inocula of the viable sarcoma cells.

Lymph node cells from animals sensitized with irradiated
tumor tissue, incubated with viable tumor cells, were respon

sible for the subsequent inhibition of tumor growth in the iso
logous and autochthonous host.

The action of the lymph node

cells represents an immunizing response other than some non
specific effect.

This was demonstrated when lymph node cells

killed by repeated thawing and freezing lost almost all

their-' activity; a remaining slight inhibition was equal

with control, and preimmunized lymph node cells and theirs
represents a nonspecific effect.

Since the greatest part
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of the activity was thus dependent on the presence of viable,
preimmunized lymph node cells in the incubation mixture,

it can now be concluded that it most probably represents
an immunological action.

An interesting difference has been shown between
spontaneous mammary carcinomas and sarcomas and MC-induced
sarcomas.

Foley(23) demonstrated isologous immunity to a

number of MC-induced sarcomas, but showed that a similar
phenomenon could not be demonstrated with spontaneous mammary

carcinomas.

The results of his experiment suggest that the

immunity discovered against the MC-induced tumors might be

based upon ether factors than heterogeneity among inbred
lines.

If such was the case, then resistance against both

MC-induced and spontaneous tumors would have been demonstrable,

Foley failed to induce immunity against spontaneous mammary

carcinoma of C3H-He mice following

ligation of the tumor}

whereas regression was the case in all transplant generations
of MC-induced tumors after ligation.

Reimplantation of the

same tumor must occur between two and six days after ligation
to show that resistance has been induced.

Foley theorized that

MC-induced sarcomas represent a mutated tissue immunologically
distinguishable from that strain of mice in which they arose,
and that a comparable mutation is not characteristic of the

spontaneous mammary tumor of C^H-He mice.
Revesz (24) also confirmed that antigenic differences

between MC-induced sarcomas of recent, origin could be shown,
but the same properties of spontaneous carcinomas and lymphomas

of recent origin could not be demonstrated} however, he did
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show that long-transplanted lines of carcinomas and lymphomas
could provoke incompatibility reactions, probably due to

genetic deviations in either the host or tumor or both in
the course of time.
In the first, experiment utilizing spontaneous mammary
carcinomas, progressively growing tumors killed all mice

when a few viable cells had been inoculated into the mice

following treatment with large doses of heavily irradiated
tumor cells.

Entirely different results were obtained in

the next experiment using MC-induced sarcomas.

The incidence

of takes after inoculation of 10^-10^ sarcoma cells was
considerably lower in groups pretreated with irradiated tumor
cells than among tiie untreated animals.

Of all the animals

so tested, only 15?® of the pretreated animals developed
tumors, while the percentage of takes was 56?? among tho

untreated ones.

The difference is highly significant (P 0,001),

The homogeneity of the strains used for the assays was
validated by skin grafts made at the same time during which

viable tumor cells were inoculated into untreated and isologous
mice.

59> of the untreated mice succumbed to progressive

tumor growth without the rejection of the skin graft compared
to 1?% for mice preimmunized with irradiated tumor tissue,
A mammary carcinoma (S6Ca) of a female C3H mouse, and

two lymphomas (LI210 and 6C3HEC) were chosen to test the
growth of long-transplanted neoplasms in hosts pretreated

as in their previous experiments.

Pretreatment was shown

to inhibit progressive growth of grafted tumor cells, and

host resistance could be demonstrated when a particularly
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low number (ten to twenty viable cells) was used.

The experiments of Foley (23) and Revesz (2^J-) demon

strate active .immunity against TSTA,

Klein and Sjogeren (20)

demonstrated resistance by cellular antibodies but not
humor?] antibodies against neoplastic cells.

The recent

experiment done by Harvey (25) has shown the effects of
passively transferred immune serum on the growth of tumor
ceils.

Using tumors induced by murine sarcoma virus (MSV),

since they have very strong TSTA, he was able to show the
role of humoral antibodies in tumor-specific transplantation

immuni ty.

To obtain immune sera, mice 10-12 weeks old were
repeatedly immunized by subcutaneous injections of irradiated

tumor or normal tissue.

The serum from each group was collected

and mixed "in vitro" with a suspension of tumor cells and
incubated at 37 C for ^0 minutes and injected subcutaneously

into recipients.

Tumor populations treated with 0,2-0.^ ml,

of the hyperimmune serum grew at an enhanced rate? whereas
tumor cells treated with normal isologous serum grew at a
much reduced rate in respect to the enhanced tumor cells.

"The biological significance of tumor enhancing antibodies
in these immune sera is not known.

They could play a part

in the establishment of primary tumors by protecting the

converted cells against concomitant immunity of the hosts

(p. 930)."
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CHAPTER II
I.

INTRODUCTION

Two tumors induced in the strain C57BL/1O with
methylcholanthrene were tested for the presence of tumor

specific transplantation antigens.

At the time that the

assays were performed, one tumor had gone through three

transfer generations and another tumor thirty-five such
passages.

Mice, isologous to the strain in which the tumor

was induced, were sensitized with tumor cells from one of
the MC-induced sarcomas pretreated "in vitro" with mito

mycin-C.

The lymph node cells and sera were collected from

the sensitized mice and incubated with viable tumor cells

prior to inoculation into an isologous hosts.

The growth

rates of tumor tissue treated with mitomycin-C, cellular
antibodies, and humoral antibodies were measured and compared.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
C57BL/10 mice, 2-7 months old of both sexes obtained

from the McLaughlin Research Institute in Great Falls, were
used in all assays.

A standard diet in pellet form and

drinking water were available "ad libitunf’.

Mice were kept in

cages at room temperature and cleaned at ten day intervals.

So that tumors could be transplanted into both sexes

with equal sascess, C57BL/1O females were injected in the
right thigh withO.Olmg of methylcholanthrene dissolved in
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O.lml trioctanoin.

the first tumor appeared within sixty days

following the injection of a three month-old female.

Old

"et al" (12) have reported that "strong" TSTA are generally
associated with those tumors that arise first during the process

of carcinogenesis in female micej consequently, this tumor,

designated B10-1, was used in subsequent assays after having

undergone three transfer generations because of the discrep
ancies in growth that often occurs in the primary passage.
A second tumor (B10-2), similarly induced in C57BL/1O females,

was obtained from the McLaughlin Research Institute, and had

undergone thirty-five transfers before the assays were per
formed.

This tumor was also considered "desirable" because

of the virulence that tumors incur after being maintained in

passage for long periods of time.
Both tumors were maintained in the indigenous strain

by subcutaneous inoculations in the suprascapular region
with l.Occ of packed tumor tissue.

Mice with large tumor

grafts were killed by cervical fracture, the tumor tissue
removed, placed in Hank’s solution, minced with a tissue press,

and reimplanted into slightly anesthetized isologous hosts.
All tumors grew progressively requiring transplanting in

about fifteen days.
Mice were sensitized against either B10-1 or B10-2

tumor by pretreating the tumor tissue with mitomycin-C before
inoculation.

Kanamori, "et al* (26) and Hata, "et al" (27)

reported an incomplete inhibition of tumor growth using

mitomycin - C as an inhibitor.

The survival time of the host

was prolonged from one to two days when given an intraperifeneal
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viable tumor cells.

The assays to be described in this paper

demonstrated that survival of the host following the grafting
of tumor tissue could be prolonged two to three weeks when
l.Occ of of tumor tissue was treated with 0.22mg of mitomycin-C
dissolved in l.oml of Hank’s solution, incubated at 36°C for

2| hours, and washed three times with Hank's solution before
inoculation.

In a majority of the assays, tumor growth would

reoccur after a prolonged latency of fifteen days (Figure 1.)

In a few cases, tumor growth was sufficiently reduced to allow
the host response to surpress any further tumor growth.
Antisera and lymph node cells were collected from

sensitized mice and incubated with 0.5cc of tumor tissue at
36°C for 1 hour.

experiments.

Fresh lymph cells and sera were used in all

The tumor tissue was then inoculated subcutaneous

ly and its growth measured.

All growth rates were recorded as

the square of the two maximum cross sections of the tumor mass

measured with a pair of calipers at two day intervals.

Before

tumors reached a size of 1cm2, their size was recorded as barely
palpable (less than 0.5cm2) or palpable (less than 1cm2),

III.
Experiment 1

RESULTS

A group of female mice and a group of male

mice were inoculated subcutaneously with 0.6cc of mitomycin-

treated with B 10-1 tumor tissue, the growth of the tumor
graft beine recorded as the mean tumor area for each day

tumor growth was measured.

A mouse injected with 0,6cc of

untreated B10-1 tumor tissue served as a control.

In the
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groups inoculated with mitomycin-treated tumor tissue, the
tumor graft became "barely palpable" for a few days then

completely regressed except for a small persisting nodule
that remained under the skin (Figure 2).

In the control, the

tumor grew progressively, killing the host fifteen days after

inoculation.

Fourteen days after the initial graft had been

transferred, both groups of males and females were inoculated
with 0.8cc of mitomycin-treated B10-1 tumor tissue, all mice

dying by the twenty-eighth day.

The first tumor graft apparently approached the maximum
number of viable tumor cells against which the host could

elicit an effective immune response because the increased
number of cells inoculated in the second graft overrode the

immunity previously established by the primary inoculation.
The total number of viable tumor cells in such a tumor graft

would equal the number of viable cells in the tumor before
removal from the host minus the number of cells killed by
mincing and treatment with mitomycin-C.

It would be of interest

to know if the mitomycin kills the cell upon contact or if the

cell is partially inhibited, capable of fully recovering and
dividing again.

In any case, the tumor mass is capable of

progressive growth after a period of prolonged latency.

The

host would benefit from a larger number of partially inhibited

or destroyed cells since these cells would still be immunologically
competent.

The host would then be able to resist the growth of

a given number of viable cells according to the degrfee
its immune response had been evoked.

to which

Because the tumor is

capable of growth and the mouse of resisting the growth of the
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tumor isograft, an antigen specific to the B10-1 tumor cells,

not present in the host strain, must exist to account for the
results of these assays.
t
Experiment 2

first was set up.

Another experiment similar to the

Two grups of C57BL/10 males and females were

inoculated with 0.6cc of mitomycin-treated B10-2 tumor tissue.

The growth of the tumor graft was measured and recorded as in
the first experiment (Figure 3).

Complete inhibition of

mitomycin-treated B10-2 grafts could not be demonstrated,
but the treated tumor transplants grew at a considerably
reduced rate to that of normal tumor transplants.

Inoculating

both groups of males and females with 0,6cc of mitomycintreated B10-2 tumor tissue, nineteen days after the first

graft was made, caused the entire tumor graft to grow at an

inclined rate.
The growth rate following the second graft compared to

the initial transplant shows that the host was able to
partially resist the growth of the primary inoculum.

The

host's immune mechanisms, although not completely effective
against the first tumor graft, did show some resistance to

the progressive tumor growth.

After the second inoculation,

the graft seemed to grow at an even more inprohibited rate

because the host's resistance had apparently been completely

activated by the first graft and unable to compensate when
more viable tumor cells were added.

This indicates that

the host response is relative rather than absolute and breaks

down as the inoculation of viable cells increases and sur
passes a given threshold against which the host is no longer
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capable of response or responds so slowly that tumor growth

is virtually uneffective.
Experiment 3

Complete resistance could be demonstrated

with B10-2 as well as B10-1.

Three, two month-old males were

challenged with successive doses of mitomycin-treated B10-2
tumor cells over a period of three months,

The tumors fail

ing to grow or become palpable in all assays.
date of
challenge

A

It would be

B

C

1-27-70

0.4cc

o.8cc

1.2cc

2-16-70

0,6cc(B10-i;

0.6cc

0,6cc

0.8cc

0,8cc

2-24-70

of interest to know why complete resistance could be demon
strated in this group of mice and not for those in the second
experiment (Two mice received a larger challenge in this

assay of mitomycin-treated tumor than did those mice in the
second experiment.).

Male "A" was inoculated with 0.6cc of B10-1 tumor
tissue to determine if a cross reaction would occur between
the MC-induced tumors.

The tumor showed no evidence of increas

ed resistance in the host against its growth, the mouse succumb

ing to progressive tumor growth in fourteen days.
Experiment 4

Mice from experiment 1, sensitized with

two successive inoculations of mitomycin-treated B10-1

tumor tissue, were sacrificed and their lymph node cells
collected and combined into two respective groups.

Several
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assays were run in which 0.5cc of viable BIO-1 tumor cells,

treated with different concentrations of lymph node cells
and antisera, were incubated at 36°C for one hour and

injected subcutaneously into isologous hosts.
are shown in Figure 4,

Two controls were run.

The results
No significant

difference in the growth of the tumor grafts was seen between
viable cells treated with 0,3ml of normal serum and tumor cells
left untreated.

Tumor pretreated with normal lymph node cells

did not grow at a rate appreciably different from tumor tissue
treated with immune lymph node cells, but both tumor grafts
grew at rates reduced to that of the controls.

This similarity

may be explained by the capacity of lymph node cells to

bolster the immune defense mechanisms of the host.

Some

evidence of enhancement was shown with two tumor grafts pre

treated with 0.3ml and 0.4ml of antiserum respectively.

Tumor

tissue treated with 0.5ml of antiserum, grew at the same rate

as did the controls.
Experiment 5

Mice from the second experiment that

received two inoculations of mitomycin-treated B10-2 tumor

tissue were killed and their lymph node cells and sera collect
ed.

Various doses of lymph node cells and antiserum were

incubated for one hour with 0.5cc of viable B10-2 tumor tissue,
injected subcutaneously into isologous hosts, and their growth
rates measured and recorded (Figure 5)»

Tumor tissue treated

with a 0.Smlsuspension of normal lymph node cells taken from

a seven month-old female grew at an enhanced rate.

A female
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and male mouse of the same age, inoculated with tumor treated

with a O.^ml suspension of immune lymph node cells, showed a
marked degree of inhibition, one tumor growing at a somewhat

enhanced rate but soon growing at a reduced rate characteristic
of the other.

(Klein and Sjogren (20) have also reported

that tumor grafts treated with normal lymph node cells grew

at an enhanced ratej whereas, pretreatment with immune lymph
node cells completely blocked the growth of the graft.)

Tumor

cells pretreated with 1,0ml of antiserum showed enhancement,

and tumor cells pretreated with 0.5ml of antiserum grew at
an inhibited rate similar to the tumor tissue treated with the

sensitized lymph node cells.
Experiment 6

The two male mice from the third experi

ment that remained completely resistant to three inoculations

of mitomycin-treated B10-2 tumor tissue were sacrificed and

lymph node cells and sera collected.

Two B10-2 tumors

inoculated with o.lml of isoantiserum and one with 0.5cc of

immune lymph node cells grew slower than did the control.

Enhancement was shown temporarily for the one B10-2 tumor

graft treated with O.lml of isoantiserum inoculated into a
female host, but tumor growth soon slowed down to a rate
more similar to the other pretreated tumor grafts(Figure 6),

Experiment 7

Peculiar tumor growths, often found

after pretreating the tissue with mitomycin-C, were especially

accentuated in three, two month-old males following a
prolonged latency period (figure 7).

During inoculation,
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the majority of tumor cells are deposited subcutaneously

in the suprascapular region, but as the trocar is withdrawn,

tumor cells will be invariably deposted along its path.

In most cases the primary tumor mass in the suprascapular
region was the focal point of attention, but regularly
small nodules of insignificant size would appear along
the trocar's path, especially near the point of penetration.

In this assay, following the prolonged latency period

characterized by the persistance of a ’barely palpable"
tumor mass in the suprascapular region, a small nodule of
tumor tissue would appear and begin to grown at an equal

or enhanced rate as compared to the main tumor mass.

Figure

7 shows the growth rates separately of two such tumors in
each of the three males.

Enhancement was especially pro

nounced in the male which had received an inoculation of 0.8cc

of mitomycin-treated tumor tissuej the enhancing stimulus
was probably provided by the initially-inoculated tumor mass.
VI. GRAPHS
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CHAPTER III
I.

*

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The cytotoxic activity of antibodies directed against
H-2 antigens of a variety of neoplastic tissues has been

demonstrated by Gorer and Kaliss (9, 11).

That these antigens

associated with the tumor cell are similar to the histo-

compatability-determined antigens of the normal tissues from
which they were derived has been shown by preimmunizing the

host with normal tissues from the indigenous tumor strain
before the transfer of the homograft (5,6,8).

The normal cells

were capable of producing a state of immunity within the

host against the growth of the subsequently implanted tumor.

Immune sera

and lymph node cells, collected from mice

previously sensitized with tissues from a homologous strain,

when mixed "in Vitro" have shown either enhancing or inhibit

ing effect upon tumor growth depending upon the dosage and
host-tumor combination utilized (11,14-,20).

These experiments

suggest that tumor antigens and the antigens of normal tissue

from which the neoplasm

was derived are similar, both undergoing

changes upon contact with the same antibodies.

Immunizing mice

isologous to the indigenous tumor strain with normal tissues
produces an ineffective antibody titer, further suggesting

that both have antigens in common.

However, when tumor tissue

itself is used as the sensitizing agent in a host native to

CARROLL COLLEGE LIBRARY
HELENA, MONTANA 59601
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the strain from which the tumor was derivedj the presence of
"unique" tumor antigens, tumor specific transplantation

antigens, have been detected.
The existence for TSTA has been proven for most MCinduced sarcomas.

Foley (23) has shown immunity against a

second inoculation of viable tumor after . ligation of the

primary graft.

Klein "et al" (22) demonstrated resistance

in autochthonous and isologous mice to prove that residual
heterozygosity within the strain did not account for host
immunity, making resistance just another case of an homograft

reaction.

Further evidence for TSTA in MC-induced sarcomas

was shown after pretreating tumors "in vitro" with mitomycin-C,
Since the presence of viable tumor cells, or cells incompletely

inhibited but capable of future growth and divirfon, have been
shown to be yet present in mitomycin-treated tumor tissue,
the complete inhibition of tumor growth must be accounted for

by host resistance.

The possibility of residual hetero

zygosity as an explanation of host resistance seems unlikely

because of the high degreee of homozygosity of the C57BL/1O
strain, and the relatively small period of time that has

elapsed since the tumors were induced in this strain.
Klein and Sjogren (20) showed that the immunity against

MC-induced sarcomas to be produced by lymph node cells from

an immune isologous host, but were not able to demonstrate
any effect with isoantiserum.

The recent experiment of

Harvey (25) demonstrated that passively administered antiserum
from an isologous host previously sensitized against the tumor
induced by the murine sarcoma virus had an enhancing effect
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upon the subsequent tumor when administered "in vitro".

Some degree of both enhancement and immunity can be

shown when MC-induced sarcomas are treated with sensitized
serum and lymph node cells taken from a mouse previously

immunized with the same, mitomycin-treated tumor.

Both

B10-1 and B10-2 viable tumor cells showed evidence of enhance
ment when mixed "in vitro" with sensitized isoantisera.

The inability to show enhancement for a particular concentration
of isoantiserum can most likely be explained by the incon
sistency of the antibody titer used.

The presence of enhancing

antibody was concluded when tumor tissue treated with normal
mouse serum grew at the same rate as did the untreated

control, but growing at a reduced rate to tumor tissue pre

treated with sensitized serum.

Detection of specific immunity

with lymph node cells taken from the same sensitized mice

could not be positively concluded since tumor tissue treated
with normal lymph node cells often grew at an inhibited rate

and once at an enhanced rate, although it would seem reasonable

to assume that inhibition by the lymph node cells could be
attributed to some tumor-directed antibody.

This hypothesis

of a tumor-directed antibody being present in the lymph node

cells is uncertain, but could have been tested by killing the

immune lymph node cells before they were incubated with the
tumor tissue.

Numerous examples have been cited in the literature of
virulence acquired by MC-induced tumors maintained by

serial transfer over long periods of time.

No such difference
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could be detected between tumors B10-2 and B10-1, indicating

either the assays were unable to detect such differences or

that a tumor would have to be maintained for a considerably
lunger period of time.

Old "et al" reported that strong

antigenicity is generally associated with the first tumors

arising during carcinogenesis, the demonstration of. immunity
becoming increasingly difficult in later developing tumors.
The selection process occuring during the process of carcino

genesis may be similar to that in tumors having undergone many
transfers.

The many stem cells which compose MC-induced tumors

may undergo a process of selection with each successive passage,
with those cells having "stronger" antigenicity being selected

out and eliminated.

Inconsistent tumor growth following the

primary transfer of MC-induced sarcomas may be correlated to
this phenomenon because of the wide variety of the stem lines

present in these tumors.

In general, it would seem that the

host can evoke a stronger resistance against "strong" antigensi

whereas, the host response becomes less adequate with each
successive transplant the tumor undergoes.
Carcinogenesis may be a modification of certain cellular

proteins to form a new race of cells differing from the parental

cells and possessing a new balance between their enzymatic
reactions.

If these cells had the enzymatic systems for growth

but lacked factors which could limit that growth, they would
have the properties of
would be the presence of

tumor cells.

A possible corollary

"growth promoting factors" which

give neoplastic tissues the capability to grow -and divide at
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rates that supersede those for normal cells.

Both the pro

perties of growth and antigenicity may interact to account
for the varying virulence of MC-induced tumors.

STRENGTH OF ANTIGEN INCREASES
VIRULENT
GROWTH

-■
STRENGTH OF GROWTH PROMOTING FACTORS INCREASE

WEAK
GROWTH

The presence of TSTA has been shown for most MCinduced sarcomas, but not for a variety of the lymphomas and

spontaneous mammary carcinomas.

However, Revesz (24) showed
to
resistance of isologous mice to a mammary carcinoma and/two

lymphomas that have been maintained in serial transfer for
over ten years.

These results would be perplexing if spon

taneous tumors progressed toward "weaker" antigens as MC-

induced sarcomas seem to do.

An opposite type of immunoselec-

tion could be occuring in long transplanted lines of spon
taneous neoplasms, as compared to what takes place in MC-

induced neoplasms maintained in passage for long periods
of time.

In the case of spontaneously arising neoplasms,

enhancement of the tumor graft may be the selecting factor

as compared to resistance against the host response for MC-

induced sarcomas? however, the genetic drift of the strain
in which these neoplasms were maintained cannot be ruled out
as a plausible explanation.
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(XX = that state at which enhancement and sensitivity

are in equilibrium to produce the most stable
conditions for a particular host-tumor combination.)

Some type of cybernetic scheme would be operating to better
adapt a particular neoplasm to a particular set of environ

mental circumstances.

The interaction between enhancing and

immunizing reactions of the host against a particular type of
A
neoplasm had been previously undetected until recently for two
reasonst

1)

Tumors had not been maintained in passage over a

long period of time to enable the effects of selection to be

come demonstrated, and 2) the immunological response had not
been broken into its two constituent parts.

The host-tumor equilibrium is a precarious situation

that can be easily disrupted in favor of either side, and is
a race between the development of the host response and
multiplication of tumor cells.

A few days postponment of

graft breakdown represents an impairment of immunity which
is great enough to allow a tumor homograft to get out

immunological control.

been complicated

The dynamics of host resistance have

by the pretreatment of tumor cells with

humoral and cellular antibodies.

In both isologous and homo

logous systems, the interaction of both host responses is

complexing and an indication of the interaction of variables
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which give rise to or allow the growth of neoplasms.

Kaliss and Bryant (14) have reported some interesting
findings for the growth of the tumor graft following another
inoculation with the same tissue.

In one experiment,

heightened resistance was demonstrated following the immuniz
ing stimulus of the first graft.

Resistance was shown by

rapid destruction of a second graft, and the inability of

passively administered antiserum to enhance the growth one

week after the first graft was made.

As the interval between

the first and secnnd grafts is increased, enhancement is the
predominant occurrence.
ment are a

"That both resistance and enhance

consequence of the immunizing stimulus of the

first graft must be concluded from the fact that enhancement

can take place without administering passively transferred

antiserum.... It was not unusual for the first graft to become
enhanced, and, characteristically, such grafts appeared to
have completely regressed after an initial period of growth

and then resumed growth after an inoculation with a second
graft.

This pattern was observed whether or not the mice had

received antiserum at the same time of the second grafting.

For example, in three males that received antiserum with the
second graft, the first graft became completely unpalpable

seven to ten days after inoculation.

These grafts remained

unpalpable for about three weeks after inoculation of the
second graft when they again became evident and continued

progressive growth till the death of the host.
graft also grew progressively (p. 693-694)."

The second

These events reported by Kaliss and Bryant in homo

logous systems are strikingly similar to tumor growth
following pretreatment with mitomycin-C (Figure 7).

In

both experiments, altering of the host response by some

sort of "preimmunization has revealed both phenomena of

enhancement and immunity in the same mouse without separating
responses initiated by cellular or humoral antibodies.
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